Men's hoopsters lose to Skidmore, Coast Guard

(Continued from page 16)

O'Brien worked McElroy and Bruce Mihura '86 inside, and for a time the Engineers displayed some tenacity on both ends of the court. Mihura got fouled in the hole, and forcing the MIT defense for a layup. Once again poor shooting (37 percent from the field) hurt the Engineers.

Even in the midst of the six-game skid, O'Brien sees light at the end of the tunnel. The coach believes that even Poole and Nelson play up to their potential, things will turn around. In spite of their problems, the players have continued to work hard in practice. "What we need is a win around the corner to get some confidence back," O'Brien said.

The Engineers faced Salve Regina yesterday and will play Curry tomorrow. MIT returns Saturday to Rockwell Cage to face Nichols. Gametime is 2 pm.

Gymnasts place second

By Madeline V. Biber

The MIT Women's Gymnastics team, in its first meet of the season Saturday, scored 120.3 over Smith and Hunter Colleges despite new stricter judging requirements. MIT placed second to Bridgewater State in the Northampton quad meet.

Catherine Roschell '99 easily was the all-around with a score of 28.20. Debbie Silbe '99 had the best vault of the day, scoring 8.15. Four freshmen joined the squad this year, replacing four seniors who graduated last year. The freshmen bring with them a plethora of experience, which they showed in their performances.

Evie Vance '96 also had a very good day, especially on the balance beam and floor exercises. Her balance beam score was the second highest of the meet.

Next weekend both the men's and women's teams travel to Connecticut to meet Coast Guard.

(Editor's note: Biber is co-captain of the MIT women's gymnastics team.)

Satuday, Feb. 8

In child abuse there are two victims. Both parent and child need help. You can provide that assistance and help parents to give their children the care they deserve by becoming a Parent-Aide Volunteer. Join the Family Support Network volunteer training workshop on Feb. 8, 12, and 13 at Roxbury Children's Service. Call 445-6655 ext. 36 for details.

Monday, Feb. 10

A lecture-discussion entitled The Ex-spouse Relationship: How to Reduce Conflict and Strengthen the Remarriage will be held at 8 pm at the Institute for Remarriage and Stepfamilies.
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Classified Advertising is The Tech.
85.00 per insertion for each 35 words or less. Must be presented with complete name, address, and phone number. The Tech, W2023 or PO Box 29, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02142.

Top Quality Used/High-End Printers

Bangladesh Printers, Photos, the latest in plots, etc. Peters 62, location (Somerville). For rates and prompt, reliable service, call Stuart 628-9547.

PART TIME = 48h

National marketing Co. has flexible future hours available in Cambridge office. We have a $5.00 guarantee with the opportunity to earn $8 - $10 per hour. Call 492-9547.

Need some extra cash? If you have office/bookkeeping experience, can type well and would like to work in Kendall Square part time, flexible hours, call Karen at 292-2763. 9am-5pm, 492-4102 evenings.

Part time help needed to do basic bookkeeping chores for Federal Reserve. Several years per week in a two bedroom townhouse in Kendall Square. Please call Karen at 492-4101, evenings, weekends.

Canon P26D Printing Calculator. Full size desk top calculator features a 12 digit fluorescent display, live memory and a silent, high speed printer for clear printouts.

Comp. Value 84.95 SALE 69.95

Canon P26D Printing Calculator. Calculator combines a compact desktop design with full-size printing and display capability. Features high speed, silent printer.

Comp. Value 74.95 SALE 59.95

Canon P26D Printing Calculator. (Not shown).

Comp. Value 159.95 SALE 119.95

Canon

- Canon P26D Printing Calculator. Full size desk top calculator features a 12 digit fluorescent display, live memory and a silent, high speed printer for clear printouts. Comp. Value 84.95 SALE 69.95
- Canon P26D Printing Calculator. Calculator combines a compact desktop design with full-size printing and display capability. Features high speed, silent printer. Comp. Value 74.95 SALE 59.95
- Canon P26D Printing Calculator. (Not shown). Comp. Value 159.95 SALE 119.95

Notice of change in advertising rates in the MIT Tech, effective February 7, 1986. This change is necessary because of increases in advertising costs. The reduction of rates for part time work is due to a rise in the cost of advertising.
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